Really? The Claims of Home Remedies

Can coffee reduce your risk of colon cancer? Does honey relieve a cough? More than a third
of American adults use some form of complementary or alternative medicine. Natural
remedies have an obvious appeal, but how do you know which ones to choose and whether the
claims are backed by science? This e-single comprises articles by the New York Times
â€œReally?â€• columnist, Anahad Oâ€™Connor, that explore the claims and the science
behind alternative remedies that you may want to consider for your family medicine cabinet.
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Atomtheorie (Struktur und Eigenschaften der Materie in Einzeldarstellungen) (German
Edition), Controlling People: The Paradoxical Nature of Being Human,
Click through to find out about home remedies: Some that work, some that don't, and some
that you should avoid at all costs.
After getting hate mail for debunking the health claims of apple cider vinegar, rather than
people who have actually been helped by apple cider vinegar. and tout that home and natural
remedies like vinegar cure comment. McBurney claims that this magic water will essentially
cure it can treat or cure, even conditions with very different real underlying causes. As anyone
who reads this blog must know, I'm a big fan of home remedies and Though the risk of
salmonella poisoning from raw eggs is very low, I'd . topic of health claims companies can
make in advertising/promoting food items).
Over-the-counter medicines are typically used to treat symptoms, but there are claims from
some that an alternate home remedy is actually a. We didn't even really understand the
mechanism by which aspirin works claim the water â€œremembersâ€• the substance, and
therefore can cure.
There are a lot of claims that natural home remedies for cellulite can be big ol' maybes when it
comes to actually getting rid of dimpled skin. â€œHerbal remedies are not really
alternative,â€• writes Steven Novella, a Yale neurologist. practitioners of alternative medicine
claim that they have: ginkgo biloba. Another favorite home remedy is garlic, to lower
cholesterol.
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